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Executive Summary  
This document provides a technical validation and best practices for deploying IBM® Power® servers on 
the Pure Storage® FlashArray™ products. It also discusses the integration with the different storage options 
managed by PowerVM®. 

The goal of this document is to present the most commonly used configuration. It includes, the connectivity 
to a fibre adapter with AIX® and a VIO server, but does not cover iSCSI or IBM i. 

 

Introduction  
Pure Storage FlashArray 

Moving to all-flash storage is a proven way to reduce the cost of IT.  FlashArray products make server and 
workload investments more productive, while also lowering 
storage spending. With FlashArray, organizations can 
dramatically reduce the complexity of storage to make IT more 
agile and efficient, accelerating your journey to the cloud. 

FlashArray//X and FlashArray//M performance can also make 
your business smarter by unleashing the power of real-time 
analytics, driving customer loyalty, and creating new, innovative 
customer experiences that simply weren’t possible with disk. All 
by Transforming Your Storage with FlashArray. 

FlashArray enables you to transform your data center, cloud, or 
entire business with an affordable all-flash array capable of consolidating and accelerating all your key 
applications.  

The FlashArray//M expands upon the FlashArray product’s modular, stateless architecture, designed to 
enable expandability and upgradability for generations. The FlashArray//M leverages a chassis-based 
design with customizable modules, enabling both capacity and performance to be independently improved 
over time with advances in compute and flash, to meet your business’ needs today and tomorrow. 

 

 
IBM Power System 

The IBM Power System™ is IBM's Power Architecture®-based server 
line and are based on an embedded Hypervisor (Power 
Hypervisor™). The POWER Hypervisor is a firmware layer sitting 
between the hosted operating systems and the server hardware, as 
shown in Figure 1. 

PowerVM provides virtualization technologies for AIX, IBM i and Linux® operating systems (OS) on IBM 
Power Systems using the IBM POWER Hypervisor. PowerVM virtualizes processor, memory, storage and 
input/output (I/O) resources for client’s virtual machines (VMs).  
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IBM POWER VM provides the ability to divide physical 
system resources into isolated logical partitions (aka 
LPAR). Each logical partition operates like an 
independent system running its own operating 
environment: AIX, IBM i, Linux, or the Virtual I/O 
Server (VIOS). The Hypervisor can assign dedicated 
processors, I/O, and memory, which you can 
dynamically reconfigure as needed, to each logical 
partition. Installing the system with only one LPAR will 
let the system use all the resources available, even if 
the POWER Hypervisor is still running underneath. 
Most configurations will run with several LPAR, in this 
case the first partition must be VIOS which help to 
manage the POWER Hypervisor and the different IO 

model presented. VIOS Also contains Virtualization Manager (IVM Integrated Virtualization Manager) which 
can be used instead of the recommended external HMC (Hardware Management Console). 

 

DEVICES Virtualization With IBM PowerVM 

 

To Integrate a Pure Storage Flash Array with an IBM POWER system, the user will leverage the virtualization 
layer. 

The POWER Hypervisor is always active, regardless of the system configuration. The POWER Hypervisor 
provides the following types of virtual I/O adapters: 

• Virtual SCSI 

• Virtual Ethernet 

• Virtual Fibre Channel 

• Virtual Console 

It is possible to dedicate the physical adapter 
to some specific LPAR with no sharing: 

• Fibre Adapter 

• Ethernet Adapter 

• SAS Adapter 

• Or any other PCIe adapter 

This is the default mode for the VIOS LPAR: all the Physical Adapters are allocated to the VIO LPAR . 

As part of PowerVM, the Virtual I/O Server is a software appliance with which you can associate physical 
resources and that allows you to share these resources among multiple client logical partitions. The Virtual 
I/O Server can provide both virtualized storage and network adapters, making use of the virtual SCSI and 
virtual Ethernet facilities. 
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IO Virtualization With IBM PowerVM 

This Document will describe only the Fibre Channel Solution to connect to FlashArray. There is also the 
opportunity to use iSCSI connectivity, but this is not widely used by IBM’s customers. 

 As mentioned previously for an LPAR can access a Pure Storage FlashArray product connected with Fibre 
Channel in several different ways: 

• Physical Adapter not Shared 

• Virtual Fibre Channel (Using NPIV) 

• VIO Managed Physical Volumes - aka VSCSI  (Equivalent to Raw Device Mapping within VMWare®) 

• Virtual Disk (Think DATSTORE/VMFS on VMware) 

 

FlashArray and IBM Power System Installation 
For this installation, the IBM Power system needs to be set up, with cabling installed, Fibre channel 
connected, and a serial console or an access to the ASM ( Advanced system Management) via Ethernet. 

For this document, we will use the IVM (Integrated Virtualization Manager) embedded in the Virtual I/O 
Server (VIOS), we will not use any external HMC (Hardware Management Console) which is optional. 

Before starting any installation on the Pure Storage FlashArray, It is strongly recommended to read the “AIX 
Recommended Settings” from the Pure Storage Community website: 

https://support.purestorage.com/Solutions/Operating_Systems/AIX/AIX_Recommended_Settings 

It is also recommended to download the latest “ODM Definition Files: 

Fibre Channel -Version 1.0.0.4 - Updated July 10, 2014 

devices.fcp.disk.pure.flasharray.mpio.rte  

 
Installing with Dedicated Physical Adapter – Single OS or VIOS 

Single OS or VIOS is the mode used by a single LPAR on the System. It is important to note that when a 
system is installed with no VIOS or HMC to manage the virtualization, it will look like a “bare-metal” solution. 
All the resources are dedicated to this LPAR in a mode where the PowerVM Hypervisor is basically not 
used. Often administrators use this mode to optimize the performance knowing that none of the Memory, 
CPU or IO will be shared with another workload.  

This mode is also the default for a VIOS partition, which will manage all the IO resources of the system and 
decide what to share or not. 

There is a way to deallocate some resources from the VIOS partition and let an LPAR manage it. This will 
guarantee that the device adapter is not shared by other LPAR. 

 

Assign Flasharray Volume (LUN) to the Partition 

The purpose of this documentation is to demonstrate specific features related to Pure Storage and the 
Fibre Channel connection, we will not describe all the processes needed to install the OS on a FlashArray 
LUN. 
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Before getting started, make sure the system has been connected to both the Network and the SAN, and 
that we have access to the serial port.  Once we have access to the serial port, we can boot the system to 
the IBM Boot Menu (SMS: System Management Service) by typing “1” when this menu appears. Note that 
the menu may last only a few seconds if the mode is set to autoboot. 

 

We have noticed that even upon reboot of the System, some switches and the FlashArray might not detect 
the Port. In this case, select option “3. I/O Device Information”, which will scan the bus and the fibre channel  
WWPN will be presented to the other device (switches Storage Array).  If needed, zoning can be done at 
this level on the switches.  

 
 

Once this is accomplished, create the Host on the FlashArray, and configure the WWNs for the Hosts. If the 
WWN does not appear in the GUI, either enter the value manually using the WWN which exists in the Fibre 
Channel switch or rerun the option “3. I/O Device Information” from the SMS menu of the IBM Power System 
and refresh the Browser page. 

On the Flash Array, create the Host and then add the Host Port: 

 
If there is more than one Port add all the port related to the IBM Power System server. 

 

Then, using the SYSTEM tab Connections/Host Connections on the FlashArray GUI, clicking on the PATH 
field related to the array, it will display the different paths connected to the array. 
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Then, move to the Storage Tab and create the Volumes and associate them to the Host on the FlashArray. 
Once the volumes have been created and associated check that they are visible using the “3. I/O Device 
Information,” from the SMS main Menu: 

 

 

In this case a 300GiB volume appear as 2 x 322 GB because there is 2 Paths from this Port. 

The system is now ready to be started to the Operating system, or to install a new OS. 

 

Installing the new Opertating System AIX or VIOS (Virtual OS Manager) 

The processes to install the operating system are the same for both the regular AIX, VIOS or Linux.  

Even if the Installation happens on a “bare metal” system, with the Hypervisor embedded in the processor, 
it is just a single ”LPAR” (Logical Partition = Virtual Machine) using all the resources of the system.  

Some customers prefer to keep the Single Partition Mode with all the devices dedicated to this partition, 
but most decide to share some of the resources and use a more Virtual mode by installing a Virtual I/O 
Server (VIOS) as their Primary Partition. 

 

There are 2 main options when installing the new operating system: 

• Boot from a NIM Server (Network Installation Management) 

• Boot from a DVD.  
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The installation of the first Partition need to happen with a Single Fibre Path PATH to the 
FlashArray, That’s required to any SAN device, the reason is that the “Firmware boot” 
don’t recognize multiple path to the same device. Once the OS or VIOS is installed, the 
zoning and multiple path could be set properly 

 

After the installation has started from the selected DVD or NIM Server, answer the questions regarding the 
preferred console and language to use. Then on the main menu select:  

• Option number 2 “Change/Show Installation Settings and Install”  

•  Option 1 “System Settings:” 

• Choose either “Complete Overwrite” or “Preserved Install,”  

• On the next menu bring the selection of disk where the OS shall be installed.  

• By typing 77 it will show more information on the disk name and path.  

• Selecting the hdisk (hdisk0 in this example) it will proceed to the installation on the internal storage 
device (hdisk0) , hdisk 1 will install it on a fibre device. 

• The installation will start, after answering the questions regarding the server name and IP address, 
root password. The system will reboot to the newly installed OS. 

  

 
Installing the Pure Storage ODM file 

 

Pure Storage has developed a tailored ODM file which enables the MultiPath engine (MPIO) to recognize 
the FlashArray as an array of Solid State Drives with advanced features. Once installed, any volumes 
presented to the AIX partition will be recognized and use the MultiPath features.  

 

The following command must be executed as root on the AIX system . For a VIOS, there is a way to login 
as root : log as the regular padmin user and run the “oem_setup_env” command to become root. 

From the Pure Storage Knowledge Base, download the  file devices.fcp.disk.pure.flasharray.mpio.rte  and 
transfer it on the LPAR using either ftp or sftp, then install the file, by using installp or smitty. At this point, it 
is recommended that the user reboot the system or the LPAR before continuing. 
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Before installing the ODM modification, the volumes presented by the FlashArray are recognized as Other 
FC SCSI Disk Drive and therefore cannot be part of a MultiPath System (MPIO): 

# lscfg -vps -l hdisk13 
  hdisk13          U78CB.001.WZS0NK8-P1-C6-T1-W524A937AB5447F00-LFE000000000000   
        Other FC SCSI Disk Drive 
 
        Manufacturer................PURE     
        Machine Type and Model......FlashArray       
        ROS Level and ID............38383838 
        Serial Number............... 
        Device Specific.(Z0)........000006325B981002 
        Device Specific.(Z1)........ 

Once the ODM is installed and the system is rebooted the disk is now known as PURE MPIO drive and the 
serial number of the device is known: 

# lscfg -vps -l hdisk13 
  hdisk13          U78CB.001.WZS0NK8-P1-C6-T1-W524A937AB5447F00-LFE000000000000   
        PURE MPIO Drive (Fibre) 
 
        Manufacturer................PURE     
        Machine Type and Model......FlashArray       
        ROS Level and ID............8888 
        Serial Number...............A92C042E3940D9E4000138A3 
        EC Level....................8888 

The multipath is activated and recognizes the 4 paths (check with the “lspath” command): 

# lspath 
Enabled   hdisk13 fscsi0 
Enabled   hdisk13 fscsi0 
Enabled   hdisk13 fscsi1 
Enabled   hdisk13 fscsi1 

The Serial Number can be correlated to the Pure serial number by running the “purevol list” command on 
the FlashArray or from the “detail” section of the volume on the GUI. Here, the volume serial is 
“A92042E3940D9E4000138A3” which is named “z-AIX-Boot-111” on the FlashArray: 

pureuser@cloud-bfs-320-b07-02> purevol list Z-AIX* 
Name            Size  Source  Created                  Serial                   
z-AIX-Boot-111  300G  -       2017-06-26 09:55:42 PDT  A92C042E3940D9E4000138A3 

 

Best Practice Recommendations for MPIO 
Shortest Queue vs Round  Robin 

The MPIO Policy defines how the host distributes IOs across the available paths to the storage. The Round 
Robin (RR) policy distributes IOs evenly across all Active/Optimized paths. A newer MPIO policy, 
shortest_queue, is like round robin in that IOs are distributed across all available Active/Optimized paths, 
however it provides some additional benefits. The shortest_queue policy will bias IOs towards paths that 
are servicing IO quicker (paths with shorter queues). In the event that one path becomes intermittently 
disruptive or is experiencing higher latency, shortest_queue will prevent the utilization of that path reducing 
the effect of the problem path. 

Our ODM defaults to "round-robin" so if you would like to take advantage of the shortest-queue setting, 
you will need to run the following command:  

chdev -l hdiskX -a algorithm=shortest_queue 
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Keep in mind that you will need to manually make this change anytime you overwrite the ODM (i.e. 
upgrading the ODM).  

Fast Fail and Dynamic Tracking 

Fast Fail and Dynamic Tracking should be enabled for any HBA port zoned to a Pure FlashArray port.   

# chdev -l fscsi0 -a fc_err_recov=fast_fail -P  

fscsi0 changed  

# chdev -l fscsi0 -a dyntrk=yes -P  

fscsi0 changed  

You can confirm these settings with lsattr:  

# lsattr -l fscsi0 -E 

attach switch How this adapter is CONNECTED False 

dyntrk yes Dynamic Tracking of FC Devices True 

fc_err_recov fast_fail FC Fabric Event Error RECOVERY Policy True 

scsi_id 0x420d00 Adapter SCSI ID False 

sw_fc_class 3 FC Class for Fabric True 

HBA max_xfer_size 

Pure Storage supports a maximum read and write transfer size of 4MB. The Pure AIX ODM definition 
ensures hdisk device max_xfer_size is configured at 4MB (0x400000). 
It should be noted that the HBA max_xfer_size defaults to 1MB (0x100000) and will limit transfers larger 
than 1MB. However, for optimal performance, you should ensure that the max_xfer_size for each HBA 
zoned to a Pure port is set to 4MB, if supported by the HBA.  

LUN Connectivity and MPIO Control 

After running cfmgr, the following command can be used to validate LUN connectivity and MPIO control: 

# lsdev -Cc disk  

hdisk0 Available 00-08-00 SAS Disk Drive  

hdisk1 Available 00-08-00 SAS Disk Drive  

hdisk2 Available 03-00-01 PURE MPIO Drive (Fibre)  

root@hclaix:/# lspath -l hdisk2 -F "status:name:path_id:parent:connection"  

Enabled:hdisk2:0:fscsi0:21000024ff391bbf,100000000<wbr/>0000  

Enabled:hdisk2:1:fscsi0:21000024ff3855bd,100000000<wbr/>0000  

Enabled:hdisk2:2:fscsi1:21000024ff385093,100000000<wbr/>0000  

Enabled:hdisk2:3:fscsi1:21000024ff385009,100000000<wbr/>0000  
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Enabled:hdisk2:4:fscsi2:21000024ff391bbe,100000000<wbr/>0000  

Enabled:hdisk2:5:fscsi2:21000024ff3855bc,100000000<wbr/>0000  

Enabled:hdisk2:6:fscsi3:21000024ff385092,100000000<wbr/>0000  

Enabled:hdisk2:7:fscsi3:21000024ff385008,100000000<wbr/>0000  

The command output from the above displays the following: 

• 8 logical paths for hdisk2 (this AIX system has 4 dual-port HBAs)  

• Connection is the array target port wwpn and host LUN ID  

• Example: 21000024ff391bbf,1000000000000 (host LUN ID = 1 as set in GUI/CLI) 

Run the following command to check disk attributes set by the Pure ODM definition: 

# lsattr -El hdisk2 

PCM                PCM/friend/Pure      Path Control Module               False  

PR_key_value       none                 Reserve Key                       True  

algorithm          round_robin          Algorithm                         True  

clr_q              no                   Device CLEARS its Queue on error  True  

hcheck_cmd         inquiry              Health Check Command              True  

hcheck_interval    10                   Health Check Interval             True  

hcheck_mode        nonactive            Health Check Mode                 True  

location                                Location Label                    True  

lun_id             0x1000000000000      Logical Unit Number ID            False  

lun_reset_spt      yes                  SCSI LUN reset                    True  

max_transfer       0x400000             Maximum Transfer Size             True  

node_name          0x20000024ff391bbf   Node Name                         False  

pvid               none                 Physical Volume ID                False  

q_err              yes                  Use QERR bit                      False  

q_type             simple               Queue TYPE                        True  

queue_depth*       256                  Queue DEPTH                       True  

reassign_to        120                  REASSIGN time out                 True  

reserve_policy     no_reserve           Reserve Policy                    True  

rw_timeout         60                   READ/WRITE time out               True  

scsi_id            0x10f00              SCSI ID                           False  

start_timeout      60                   START UNIT time out               True  

ww_name            0x21000024ff391bbf   FC World Wide Name                False 
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All those commands and parameters are valid for any AIX or VIOS single system or LPAR using Dedicated 
Physical Device adapter or Virtual NPIV shared HBA port. 

 

 

Best Practice for AIX : 

Install ODM Modification on VIO Server and AIX and validate that the following parameter are set 
properly 

• Algorithm  to Shortest_queue : chdev -l hdiskX -a algorithm=shortest_queue 

• Failover to Fast_fail: “chdev -l fscsi0 -a fc_err_recov=fast_fail –P”  

• dyntrk “chdev -l fscsi0 -a dyntrk=yes –P” 

• queue_depth=256 (set by Pure ODM module)  

• max_transfer to 0x400000 

 

 

Storage virtualization on IBM PowerVM : VIOS 
Using VIOS 

 

Once the VIOS is installed on its own LPAR, it can be accessed using either the server console or remote 
console with ssh or telnet, the IVM or the optional HMC. In this document, we will only discuss using the 
IVM or the console. 

The IVM Login page could be accessed by any Browser with https://<Ip_address of the VIOS> 

 

 

The default user is padmin and the password would be changed to the one choose during the install.  

 

There are several features which cannot be accomplished with the GUI (IVM) and will require the console 
and “root” access using the “oem_setup_env” program. Therefore, it is imperative to have access to the 
console. The console could be either a terminal connected to the system with a serial cable or a Telnet or 
SSH client. 
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In this example, we log in to the console, run the VIOS cli command “ioslevel” which return 2.2.5.20 which 
is the version of VIO and then run the oem_setup_env command and run the AIX command “oslevel –s” 
which return 6100-09-09-1717 which is the version of AIX supporting the VIOS. 

 

Dedicated Physical Adapter with VIOS 

Once VIOS has been installed as the primary partition, all the adapters will be assigned to this partition. 

By Selecting the View/Modify Physical Adapters in the IVM menu, we can now select the Fibre HBA we 
need to reallocate and modify the partition assignment to either the existing LPAR if it has been created 
or none if the Partition will be created later. 

  
Once this has been moved to the desired partition (LPAR) then follow the configuration from the paragraph:  
Installing with Dedicated Physical Adapter – Single OS or VIOS 

 

Virtual Fibre Channel (Using NPIV) with VIOS 
 

With N_Port ID Virtualization (NPIV), multiple logical partitions can access independent physical storage 
through the same physical Fibre Channel adapter. 

To access physical storage in a typical storage area network (SAN) that uses Fibre Channel, the physical 
storage is mapped to LUNs and the LUNs are mapped to the ports of physical Fibre Channel adapters. 
Each physical port on each physical Fibre Channel adapter is identified using one worldwide port name 
(WWPN). 

 

If the PCI adapter is already in use by another LPAR it cannot be reassigned. 
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At this point, the VIOS will manage and create the different WWPNs and assign them to the LPAR. Because 
it is a new WWPN, it must be treated as a new port on both the SAN Switch (Zoning) and the FlashArray 
(Create new Hosts). 

To assign a new NPIV port: 

1- Create a new partition by selecting  and add one or more Virtual Fibre 
Channel (usually at least 1 per physical port available, but no more than 8)

 
2- Select an existing partition (not Activated) and click on “Properties” from the teardown menu 

“More Tasks,” then from the pop-up windows “Partition Properties/Storage” Click on the Virtual 
Fibre Channel Selection and add one or more Virtual Fibre Channel (usually at least 1 per physical 
port available, but no more than 8) 

  

After the NPIV allocation have been done, the system will automatically generate WWPN. 
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Assign the FlashArray LUNs to the Partition  

 

After the Virtual Fibre Channel WWPN has been assigned, it is time to activate the partition and to check 
the boot process, by either opening a terminal window or going to the terminal console and running a 
“mkvt” command to access to the virtual machine console.  

The LPAR will boot like a regular system to the “SMS Menu” then the process will become the same as 
in the paragraph:  FlashArray LUN assignment to the partition 

The only difference with a dedicated HBA is that the Port could be shared between by several partition. 

 

VIOS Managed Physical Volumes – VSCSI 
A VIO Managed Physical Disk, is equivalent to what VMware call RDM (Raw Device Mapping) it does have 
most of the SCSI attribute, but it is still managed by the VIOS, and use the same Fibre adapter WWPN. 

An additional benefit is that the MultiPathing is managed at the VIOS level, therefore there is no need to 
install any specific Driver or ODM Modification. 

To Assign a new Managed vdisk to a system: 
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1- On the FlashArray System, create and assign a new volume to the existing VIOS Partition. For 
example, AIX-VIOS-DATA a 600G volume assigned to the AIX-P8-HC-HOST

 
2- Rescan the Hardware from the IVM GUI : Select Hardware inventory, and it should present a new 

hdisk in this case hdisk5 with the ID U78CB.001.WZS0HR6-P1-C6-T1-W524A93752C306E00-L2000000000000

 
3- Select the “view/Modify Virtual storage” option from the IVM and on the “Physical Volumes,” 

select the new volume here “hdisk5” and click the “Modify Partition Assignment”
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4- Then select the Partition to assign the volume to from : 

 
5- On the AIX Host, run cfgmgr  (to rescan for new device) 
6- Check the the new device have been added using the “lspv –u command” 

 
7- Now we can validate that it is the rifht volme comparing the data from the lspv –u to the serial value 

from the FlashArray: in this case B58F0E55BEF541D0000110DE as highlighted  on 6.

 

The volume is now fully accessible on the AIX, Linux or IBM i. 

 

VIRTUAL DISK (Think DATASTORE/VMFS on VMware) 
This will create a “Storage Pool” which is an actual Volume Group, and then create a Virtual Disk. 

To assign a new Virtual Disk to a system (the 2 first step are the same than the VSCSI assignment) 
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1- On the FlashArray System Create and assign a new Volume to the existing VIOS Partition For 
example AIX-VIOS-DATA a 600G volume assigned to the AIX-P8-HC-HOST

 
2- Rescan the Hardware from the IVM GUI : Select “Hardware inventory”, and it should present a new 

hdisk in this case hdisk5 with the ID U78CB.001.WZS0HR6-P1-C6-T1-W524A93752C306E00-

L2000000000000Using the VIO Server 

 
3- Select the “view/Modify Virtual storage” option from the IVM and on the “Create Storage Pool” Tab 

click on create storage pool. Give a name and select the  hdisk which have been added.

 
4- From the View/Modify Virtual Storage, select the “Virtual Disks” Tab and “Create Virtual Disk” and 

in the pop-up windows fill in the Virtual Disk name(Vdisk-FA405), select the Storage Pool (FA405-
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600G, the Virtual Disk size (here 40G) and assign the partition if it has been created. 

 
5- As for the VSCSI device, run “cfgmgr” on the AIX host and it will not provide any details regading the 

Storage LUN. Once the Volume is visible with the lspv command it is ready to be used 

 

 

 

Summary 
The Pure Storage FlashArray products have been tested and validated with IBM Power System and IBM 
AIX. Pure Storage has developed a specific add-on (PCM) to integrate with the Multiple Path I/O (MPIO) 
driver provided by IBM with both Fibre Chanel and iSCSI. 

This document demonstrates that the Pure Storage FlashArray products can be used with confidence with 
the advanced virtualization features provided with the IBM PowerVM servers. 
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